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LightForce braces offer you or your child a personalized orthodontic
experience with faster treatment times than metal braces! Visit our office
for a complimentary consultation and ask about the latest technology in
orthodontics, LightForce. 

#LightForceBraces #ClearBraces #PersonalizedCare  

 

Time to play this-or-that: LightForce braces vs. metal braces! Drop your
answers in the comments below.

#LightForce #LightForceBraces #ThisOrThat 

 

Your time is valuable. Get more of it back by choosing LightForce braces.
Spend less time in the orthodontic chair and more time doing what you
love! 

Check it out by visiting our website linked in our bio. 

#LightForce #LightForceBraces #OrthodonticCare #Braces #ClearBraes

Choosing an orthodontic treatment method can be challenging so we’ve
made it easier by providing ONLY personalized treatment options. Read
more about LightForce braces by visiting our website or scheduling a
complimentary consultation! 

#LightForce #LightForceBraces 
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Ready to uncover the magic? Read below to learn how LightForce braces work:

1) Digital Scans: Your journey starts with precise digital scans of your teeth, capturing
every detail for a personalized treatment plan.

2) Personalized Plan: Your trusted orthodontist creates a customized plan to achieve
your dream smile, considering your unique dental needs and goals.

3) 3D Printing Magic: LightForce brings your plan to life using state-of-the-art 3D
printing technology, crafting personalized brackets designed just for you.

4) Doctor's Expertise: Dr. ______ receives your braces, then our team expertly bonds
the brackets to your teeth and starts your smile transformation.

5) Continuous Monitoring: Dr. ______ monitors your progress throughout your
treatment journey to ensure optimal results.

#LightForceSmiles #LightForceBraces
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Brighten your day with LightForce braces and join the club with more
smiling faces! Say hello to a confident, transformed smile that radiates joy
and positivity. Schedule your consultation today and discover the power of
personalized orthodontic treatment! 

#LightForceBraces

 

Did you know not all teeth are the same? That is why personalized
treatment matters. Specialized care for each individual tooth to ensure
optimal and efficient movement. Dr. ______ specializes in LightForce braces,  
a fully personalized braces treatment designed to move your teeth
efficiently and get you out of braces faster. Learn more by visiting our
website linked in our bio. 

#LightForceBraces

 

Nothing is better then opening that little black box created just for you! 
 Learn more about LightForce by clicking on the link in our bio. 

#LightForceBraces
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We can't keep this secret any longer! LightForce braces are a game-changer in
orthodontics; the results speak for themselves. Check out the data collected from
a recent study and prepare to be amazed! 

Choose LightForce and experience faster treatment, fewer appointments, and
superior results. It's time to unveil your best smile!  

#LightForceBraces

Ditch orthodontic treatment that is one size fits all, and dive into braces
that are one size fits one! Learn more about LightForce personalized
braces by visiting our office for a complimentary consultation. 

#LightForceBraces

 

Did you know our office offers the latest technology in orthodontics? Come
in for a complimentary consultation and ask our team about LightForce.
Completely personalized 3D-printed braces made just for your teeth!

#LightForceBraces

 

LightForce braces reduce the amount of time you are in braces and the
amount of orthodontic appointments you need. Get more time back to
spend with the ones who matter the most. Visit our office for a
complimentary consultation and learn how we can optimize your time with
LightForce. 

#LightForceBraces

 



Questions?
Contact your area sales
manager for questions or
troubleshooting. 
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All post images can be found in the LightForce
marketing vault. 

The new standard of orthodontic care looks as good as it feels. 
Check it out by visiting our website linked in our bio. 

#LightForce #LightForceBraces #OrthodonticCare #Braces #ClearBraes

✅ Made only for your teeth 

✅ A translucent option

✅ 45% faster than metal braces 

Where can I sign up?!? Visit our office today to learn more about
LightForce.

#LightForceBraces

 

Did you know that our team specializes in LightForce braces? Come visit
us today to experience a new kind of orthodontic care and learn how
much braces have changed!  

#LightForce #LightForceBraces #OrthodonticCare #Braces #ClearBraes


